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Abstract
The rating on Ohio Higher Education Facility Commission's bonds, issued for Case Western Reserve University, has been affirmed based on the substitution in liquidity provider to Landesbank Hessen Thuringen Gironzentrale ('A-1+') from Case Western Reserve University ('A-1+') on Oct. 1, 2004. Landesbank Hessen Thuringen Gironzentrale will provide an initial SBPA that will provide coverage for principal of and a maximum rate of 10% on unremarketed tendered bonds for a maximum of 34 days of interest coverage. The SBPA shall provide coverage for bonds bearing interest in the daily and weekly modes only. The SBPA's commitment to provide coverage will be terminated without prior notice to the holder when the university's long-term rating is lowered below 'BBB-' or when the rating...

Companies mentioned in this report are:
- Case Western Reserve Univ
- Ohio Hgr Ed Fac Com

Action: Affirmed
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